About Innotec
- Innotec, is a high-growth West Michigan manufacturer of components for the automotive, furniture, and appliance industries.
- Innotec supplies products to customers through a uniquely automated manufacturing system.
- Innotec has been blessed with many supplier awards based on cost, quality, innovation, delivery and service.
- Innote’s structure drives ownership to a level of execution so that everyone has the power to serve customers in such a way that they would leave a bit surprised every time.

What I learned
- Machine operation
- Molding processes
- Design process
- Team organizational skills
- Machining and different welding skills.
- PFMEA
- 8D’s
- De-bugging Machines

“Hands on experience”

Overall
- I learned the importance of machine efficiency. I was allowed to do anything I wanted to get the machine to run at optimum efficiency. An important aspect of each product is knowing the product process. I also learned the importance of having good communication within a group.

How I Helped
- Managed Cell 5-S systems
- Designed cell layouts for maximum efficiency
- Worked on organized projects
- Full time member in machine runtime
- Worked with cad designing machine components to help with efficiency. (Ticky Tack issues)
- Updated PFMEA monthly
- Created 8D’s as needed